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		Navy SEAL Clint "Iceman" McIntire didn't earn his nickname by being a coward. Or a quitter. Having crushed an infamous drug cartel in Colombia, Clint was nothing short of an American hero. Now he's home, on a much-needed leave, but instead of some R&R, he finds himself neck-deep in trouble with his best friend's little sister, Morganna Chavez, the only woman who has the power to bring him to his knees. . .

		

		Morganna has been secretly working with the DEA to uncover a thriving date-rape drug, which leads her to a shadowy faction that is more deadly than anything her team has ever encountered. Now it's up to Clint to keep this beautiful, determined agent out of harm's way, even while the passion between them threatens to consume them. Soon Clint's greatest mission will be not just keeping Morganna safe, but getting her into his arms and never letting go.
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Data Driven e-Science: Use Cases and Successful Applications of Distributed Computing Infrastructures (ISGC 2010)Springer, 2011

	ISGC 2010, The International Symposium on Grid Computing was held at Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan, March, 2010. The 2010 symposium brought together prestigious scientists and engineers worldwide to exchange ideas, present challenges/solutions and to discuss new topics in the field of Grid Computing.


	Data Driven e-Science: Use...
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Machine Learning Algorithms: Popular algorithms for data science and machine learning, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		An easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide for getting to grips with the real-world application of machine learning algorithms

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore statistics and complex mathematics for data-intensive applications
	
			Discover new developments in EM algorithm, PCA, and bayesian...
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Space Technologies for the Benefit of Human Society and EarthSpringer, 2009
When discussing the advancement of space science and space technology, most people instinctively think about deep space flights, lunar stations, and thrilling outer space adventures. The fact is that the majority of the human technology in space, which consists of interconnected satellites, points towards Earth, and is used to provide services...
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Learning PHP, MySQL & JavaScript: With jQuery, CSS & HTML5 (Learning Php, Mysql, Javascript, Css & Html5)O'Reilly, 2014

	The fully revised, updated and extended 4th edition of the hugely popular web development book - includes CSS, HTML5, jQuery and the mysqli extension.

	

	Build interactive, data-driven websites with the potent combination of open-source technologies and web standards, even if you only have basic HTML knowledge. With...
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Python GUI Programming with Tkinter: Develop responsive and powerful GUI applications with TkinterPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find out how to create visually stunning and feature-rich applications by empowering Python's built-in Tkinter GUI toolkit

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore Tkinter's powerful features to easily design and customize your GUI application
	
			Learn the basics of 2D and 3D animation...
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IPv6 Network AdministrationO'Reilly, 2005
This essential guide explains what works, what doesn't, and most of all, what's  practical about IPv6--the next-generation Internet standard. A must-have for  network administrators everywhere looking to fix their network's scalability and  management problems. Also covers other IPv6 benefits, such as routing,  integrated auto-configuration,...
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